**Master Baler**

**High Output Collation Systems**

Designed to provide a consistent and gentle automatic means of packing and counting smaller pre-packs into paper, plastic or net outers. The patented Walthambury Master Balers provide unique cost saving solutions to the hitherto labour intensive end of line packing operations.

- Unique patented pack lowering system avoids damage & jumbled packs.
- Handles pre-packs from 750gm – 5kg.
- PLC controlled for fast reliable operation.
- Instant change over of automatic packing combinations.
- High Output, up to 80 packs per minute depending on product.

**Models**

- M602 - Paper & plastic bags
- M603 - Standard supermarket plastic trays.
- M604 - Wicketted plastic & paper bags & integral Automatic Sack Placer
- M605 - Two station fully automatic integrated heat sealer for plastic bags.

**Optional Extras**

- Singulation system when used with multi-station bagging units
- Infeed conveyor systems
- Fully automated collator closing system
- Non-standard sizes/packing combinations.
- WASP or WASP Lite Sackplacer
- Touch screen interface

**After Sales Service**

Fast on site service by factory trained engineers coupled with extensive stocks of competitively priced spare parts guarantees maximum productivity and protects the customer’s investment.

---

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

**Throughput**

- Up to 80 packs per min. Around 45 packs per min @ 2.5kg

**Air Requirements**

- A cool dry air supply, 5.5bar (5cfm/142 ltr/min @ 80psi)

**Electrical Requirement**

- 380/440VAC 3 phase + neutral 50Hz
- 220/440V 3 phase + neutral 60 Hz